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I AM SURE YOU HAVE HEARD

the age-old question of which
came first, the chicken or the
egg. When it comes to saving
money on your electric bill
there really isn’t much of
a debate. The answer is
efficiency.
As a member of Berkeley
Electric, you are in a unique position to
take advantage of energy efficiency programs offered by the co-op. Because we
are a not-for-profit organization, our goal is
to provide safe, reliable power at the most
affordable price for our members. This
means helping you save money on your
monthly electric bill.
So, how does practicing efficiency
habits save you money? It’s common sense
that if you use less electricity, your bill
will be lower. But there’s more to it than
that. Berkeley purchases electricity from
Central Electric Cooperative, which buys
bulk power at wholesale prices for the
state’s co-ops. When electric use is high,
we pay peak demand charges for the electricity we purchase. By making energy efficiency part of your daily routine, you are
helping to reduce the demand for electricity and lowering its overall cost. As a member-owned co-op, we pass these savings
directly on to you. So how can we help
you save?
Last month, I mentioned that our PayAs-You-Go program was a great way to
monitor your electric use. Another way
is to use our Smarthub app. By using this
free service, you can keep tabs on when
your energy use is high, how weather is
affecting your bill and other details about
your energy use. This information is available at your fingertips and will help you
keep energy savings top of mind.
When you use electricity is just
as important as how much you use.
Typically, most households use larger
amounts of electricity in the mornings
and in the evenings—when most people
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are either getting ready for their day or
returning home. Remember those peak
demand charges I mentioned? They can
be avoided by lowering energy use during
on-peak hours, when electricity is in high
demand. Luckily, Berkeley has two programs to help you do just that.
First is the Beat the Peak program,
which helps hold down costs for all
members by sending alerts that show the
projected time of a peak when costs are
the highest. This allows members to voluntarily reduce their energy use by holding
off on things like running the dishwasher
or clothes dryer.
Second is our Time-of-Day rate. It is
similar to Beat the Peak in that members
shift their energy use away from peak
times. The difference is that this program
directly rewards members with a lower
electric rate for shifting energy-intensive
tasks to off-peak times. This does require
an active change in habits to achieve
maximum savings.
Berkeley also offers free home energy
audits. We can’t go into member’s homes
right now but our experts can conduct
virtual audits to identify common problems that cause homes to use more energy
than required. And of course, we can’t
forget basic energy efficiency practices,
like caulking around windows and doors,
turning off lights when you leave the room
and using a programmable thermostat.
Berkeley Electric is proud to offer these
energy efficiency programs for you, our
members. As you can see, there are many
ways to save, and we want to be your
trusted energy resource. To find out more
about energy efficiency programs and tips,
just give us a call at (800) 327-9615 or visit
our website at berkeleyelectric.coop.
Sincerely,

MIKE FULLER

President & CEO

You may get a survey from us

Completing it helps us provide reliable power
requires more than just sturdy
infrastructure and dependable lineworkers to keep your
power on. Delivering reliable and affordable energy to you
in the future requires an understanding of how you use
electricity.
What kind of heating/cooling system do you have? Which
large appliances do you use the most and how old are they?
Answers to these kinds of questions allow us to plan services
and programs that can benefit you and the cooperative. They
even help us understand how and how much power you’ll use
in the years to come.
As part of our efforts to be your trusted energy provider,
we will send survey information to select members of Berkeley
Electric Cooperative on April 12. This survey will either come as
a paper copy, a postcard or an e-mail. The postcard and e-mail
will direct recipients to an online version of the survey.
All mailings will be branded with the Berkeley Electric logo,
but if you have any questions to ensure its legitimacy, please
contact us at (800) 327-9615. Participants’ names will not be
associated with their responses and information is protected by
privacy agreements.

A MODERN ELECTRICAL GRID

Lineworker Appreciation Month

“Lineworker” is listed as one of the top 10 most dangerous jobs in the
U.S. This is understandable as they perform difficult tasks near highvoltage power lines. Regardless of the time of day, having to brave
stormy weather and other challenging conditions, lineworkers must
climb 40 feet in the air, often carrying heavy equipment to get the job
done.
Although the official holiday is April 8 we like to celebrate all
month. Join us in thanking these essential workers and follow us on
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter as we show our appreciation to the
folks who keep the lights on. And, don’t forget to #thankalineman.

Book challenge winner announced
Students from Faith Christian School in Summerville kept the
winning tradition alive by being named the local winners of the
EnlightenSC Children’s Book Challenge for the third year in a
row. Each year, Berkeley Electric helps sponsor the statewide
contest where local students create a book about electricity.
Over 30 students participated and created nine books based on
this year’s theme, “The Future of Electricity.”
This year’s winning entry, “The Solar Project,” was written
and illustrated by Mikayla Kurtnacker, Emilie White and Brynn
Kimmel. The students, who are 4th graders in Ms. Perkins’ class,
each received a cash prize and their book will be entered into
a statewide competition for the chance to win $500 and have
their book published.
The Children’s Book Challenge is a program created
by The Electric Cooperatives of South Carolina as part of
EnlightenSC.org, a website designed for teachers. The site
provides ready-made lesson plans that align with South Carolina
education standards and are designed to get students charged
up about energy and thinking about the energy-related challenges facing our state, nation and planet.

Loan programs hit milestone

offers two energy
efficiency loan programs to its members—
HomeAdvantage and Energy Advance. Last
year, over 100 members took advantage of
nearly $1 million of loans to improve their
homes.
The HomeAdvantage program offers a
low 5% interest rate and can be included
on members’ electric bill. Certified auditors
conduct thorough energy audits to make specific recommendations designed to pay for themselves as well as increase both
energy efficiency and comfort.

M E A DE AG EN CY

BERKELEY ELECTRIC
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Board members a crucial part of the co-op
“I’ve been so impressed
with the foresight and
factors that make Berkeley
commitment of our
Electric Cooperative difboard members,” says
ferent than other utilities
Mike Fuller, chief execis that it is governed
by the people it serves.
utive officer of Berkeley
Budgets, CEO hires,
Electric. “They take serirate changes, strategic
ously the responsibiliplanning and other inities their neighbors have
entrusted to them. Having
tiatives that impact the
members in the boardfuture of the cooperative
are determined by the
room ensures that we keep
Berkeley Electric board of
our members’ interests our
trustees—nine men and
top priority.”
Since the electric utility
women who are elected by
Berkeley Electric is governed by a nine-member board of trustees elected from
industry
is complex and
their fellow cooperativethe co-op’s members. Trustees serve three-year terms.
capital intensive, extensive
members and represent
training is required to enable trustees to perform their duties.
the cooperative’s entire service area.
They spend hours in classrooms, workshops and other educaThis unique model of governance gives Berkeley Electric
members a voice in the business of their cooperative. Each
tional settings to remain well-informed about the industry in
year, at the Berkeley Electric annual meeting, members vote to which they play such a crucial role. That is because Berkeley
fill three of the nine district seats that represent them, resultElectric trustees also have obligations to the cooperative and
their fellow members. They must ensure prudent use of all the
ing in a three-year term for each. To be eligible for Berkeley
cooperative assets, that all activities advance Berkeley Electric’s
Electric’s board, candidates must be a member of the coopermission and that laws and regulations are obeyed.
ative, at least 18 years of age and without any felony convic“Being a knowledgeable trustee is essential to the health
tions. To be on the ballot, candidates for the board must live
of the cooperative and the protection of our members,” said
in the district up for election and receive nomination from
Board Chairman Wayne Dewitt. “As we have all seen in the
either the nominating committee or by petition of 50 fellow
past few years, the energy sector is incredibly complex and
members.
dynamic. Our decision-making is compromised if we don’t
Once elected, trustees attend monthly board meetings
know what’s going on.”
where they receive reports from cooperative senior staff and
The decisions made in the Berkeley Electric board room
take action on critical matters. Some also serve alongside
over the last few years have had a significant impact on the
other cooperative trustees on statewide boards. For example,
cooperative. There are likely more critical decisions to come.
Berkeley Electric board vice-chair Willis Sanders just comIt’s important for the members to know who is making those
pleted a term as the chairman of The Electric Cooperatives of
decisions.
South Carolina board of trustees.
In the next several issues South Carolina Living, we’ll
profile each one of the nine trustees that represent you on
BERKELEY AT-A-GLANCE JANUARY 2020
JANUARY 2021
the Berkeley Electric Board in a series called Beyond the
Total kWh sold
281,114,863
328,913,124
Boardroom. Each bring their own unique experience and perspective to their role of serving the cooperative and their
No. meters served
105,823
110,294
fellow members.
Avg. residential kWh/
1,218
1,358
meter
ONE OF THE PRINCIPLE
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Avg. residential bill/meter

$157.59

$172.45

Miles of line
Avg. daily high
temperature
Avg. daily low temperature

5899

5982

64

61

45

41

EDITOR’S NOTE - Full descriptions of trustee qualifications, candidacy
requirements and other board information is in Article IV of the
Bylaws of Berkeley Electric Cooperative, Inc. which can be found on
the cooperative website, berkeleyelectric.com or obtained by contacting the cooperative.
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t Officers are briefed inside the warehouse

of Berkeley Electric’s old office during SWAT
school exercises hosted by the Charleston Police
Department.

BY JOSH P. CROTZER

When conducting scenerio-based training, agencies
use special non-lethal cartridges.
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JOS H P. CROT ZER
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WITH GUNS DRAWN, about a dozen
officers with the Charleston Police
Department move deliberately through
the hallways. They canvass every office,
peer cautiously around every corner and
ready themselves for possible engagement with an armed perpetrator.
This tense scene plays out about
every other week at Berkeley Electric
Cooperative’s former Johns Island district office. The place where cooperative
members used to pay their bills or sign
up for new services, where service trucks
were loaded and filled with fuel for the

day’s jobs, is now frequently populated
by law enforcement wearing bullet-proof
vests and carrying blue-colored weapons.
Ever since the facility on Maybank
Highway closed last year—making way
for the co-op’s new full-service office and
operations center a few miles away
on Main Road—the Charleston
Police Department (CPD) and
other law enforcement agencies have been using it for scenario-based training sessions.
According to Lt. George Bradley
of the CPD special operations division, Berkeley Electric’s somewhat
secluded offices, warehouse and
drive-thru—still equipped with
power, water and furniture—is a perfect
environment for their
officers to obtain situational instruction and practical
experience.
“One of the
biggest challenges we
have is finding a location that we can get
in and use,” explains
Bradley. “Anytime
we can find something of this size,
M IC A H P O N CE

BEC’s former Johns Island
office plays critical role for
law enforcement

CPD AV S ERV ICES

Training day

it’s beneficial. It’s ideal for us and it has
been a great asset. We’re thankful for
Berkeley Electric allowing us to use it.”
When the old office shuttered its
doors in February 2020, Bradley reached
out to Berkeley Electric Manager of
Corporate Facilities Rusty Faulkner—
who is also a retired state trooper and
SWAT officer—to inquire about using
the recently vacated building. It is
common for CPD to request access to
unoccupied local businesses before they
are sold or razed to expose their officers
to various settings during training.
“They asked to use our old office for
hostage situation scenarios,” recounts
Faulkner. “We enthusiastically agreed.
Not only is the training invaluable for
the officers but it allows the old facility to be used in a way that benefits our
members while we try to find a buyer. It
is exactly the type of community partnership that we look for.”

Once a space for Berkeley
Electric’s member and operation
services, the vacated offices on
Maybank Highway are now used
to train local law enforcement.

q Officers from various local agencies conduct
tactical training on a CARTA bus behind Berkeley
Electric’s former James Island district office.

t CPD senior police officer Joe Villeneuve

instructs officers on entry techniques during
active shooter training.

scenarios, while the fuel pumps
serve as a gas station setting and
the drive-thru simulates a bank.
The complex is even dog-training friendly. Often, the K-9 units are
dispatched to open door alarm calls,
a scenario that is easily duplicated
on site. It also exposes the K-9s and
their handlers to different types of
flooring.
CPD isn’t the only law enforcement agency using the facility.
Charleston County, North Charleston
Police Department and Mount Pleasant
Police Department also have trained
their officers there. Even the Federal
Law Enforcement Training Center, which
has a 200-acre complex in Charleston, is
using Berkeley Electric’s old offices for
some of their training sessions.
“It’s as close to the real thing as it can
be,” says Joe Harvill, a CPD sergeant over
professional development and training.
“This training saves the public’s lives and
officer’s lives.”
JOS H P. CROT ZER

The complex allows CPD to make
use of the multiple rooms and hallways to create those realistic scenarios. There, Bradley says they can
simulate active shooter situations at
a school, business or a bank.
On a recent morning, 20 patrol
and uniformed officers worked with
six trainers in active shooter scenarios, learning how to respond
to an incident, enter the building,
clear rooms and communicate with
fellow officers. The afternoon sessions included officers using live
“simunition” rounds—a non-lethal shortrange ammunition specifically for law
enforcement training. The distinctive
blue guns discharge paint-tipped cartridges. Bradley explains that the trainers play the role of the shooters, creating
a tense, realistic environment in which
their fellow officers must operate.
“A lot of officers learn by doing,
versus sitting and listening,” says Bradley.
“Anytime we can put somebody into

a scenario that is elevating their stress
levels, it is critical.”
Simulating force-on-force encounters
teaches officers to manage the unique
stress of life-and-death encounters,
Bradley says. “We’re shooting at them
and they are shooting back at us. It helps
drive the mindset that they have been
here before and are better prepared.”
In addition to training patrol and uniformed officers, CPD also brings their
SWAT team, K-9 units and other tactical
teams. Bradley says the warehouse provides the best space for many hostage

CPD AV S ERV ICES
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Lighting the way to
lower costs
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Berkeley Electric is converting over 10,000 street lights across its system to
longer lasting, more efficient LED versions to help reduce both power and
labor costs for members.

CHECK THE HOUR
BEFORE USING POWER

1

10

BEC lineman, Perry Binnarr, changes out a traditional street light to a more
energy efficient LED head in St. Johns Woods on Johns Island.
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BERKELEY ELECTRIC CREWS are taking on an ambitious project
to convert over 10,000 street lights to new, energy-efficient LED
fixtures across the cooperative’s entire service territory. The multiyear project is focused primarily on fixtures in subdivisions and
larger neighborhoods as these areas provide the most efficient and
immediate savings for both the co-op and members.
“We’re starting with our oldest and most problematic areas,”
says Tommy Harvey, manager of operations. “Some of the streetlights we have on the system date back to 1964.”
The cooperative plans to eventually convert all streetlights to
LED but will need to address individual lights in more rural areas
as service orders are received.
“Our crews change out individual lights every day but to try to
do them all at once on a large-scale basis would have astronomical
labor costs,” says Harvey.
Although the LED street light heads are more expensive
they quickly pay for themselves in terms of efficiency and other
advantages.
“The new LED lights use less energy and also provide a better
quality of light,” says Eddie Plowden, manager of energy services.
“Not only does this improve visibility and security, it also leads to
less light pollution for our members.”
Other benefits of LED lights include a sturdier design andlonger service life, which means less maintenance costs. LEDs also
produce light through the use of diodes and do not require additional elements, like mercury, which can be found in traditional filament bulbs.

Berkeley Electric’s Time-of-Day rate (TOD) is a voluntary program that rewards
members with a lower electric rate for shifting energy-intensive tasks - such as
laundry, cooking and heating/cooling - away from peak hours. Summer peak hours
are from 3 pm to 7 pm and are in effect from April-October. These are the few
hours each day where demand for electricity is the highest and most expensive.
The more you can shift energy use away from the peak-time the more you save
but it requires an active change in habits to achieve maximum savings. Members
can estimate how much they can save on the Time-of-Day rate by using the interactive calculator on Smarthub. The calculator is located on the “Explore Usage
Management” tab or by clicking the green button at the bottom of the screen.
OFF-PEAK RATE: 5.91¢ per kWh*

PEAK RATE: 28.2¢ per kWh*

*rates reflect power cost adjuster & do not apply to members on regular residential rate (11.12¢)
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